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THE FIRST DLS 3D PRINTER

THE PERFECT PROFESSIONAL TOOL

SnowWhite



dls rapid printing system with douple 
piston and powder recovery system

co2 laser with galvanometers

low consumption: 230v and less than 
800w

touch screen display and usb gate. it’s 
possible to have a wirelles connectivity

easy and intuitive to use

few step to start printing: few 
parameters must be set

just a click to pass from a .stl file to 
machinary code

presetted profiles for each kind of 
powder

it prints in hot chamber

the chamber and powder bed 
temperatures can be regulated

low maintenance

the printer doesn’t require periodic 
calibration while the laser doesn’t need 
any maintenance

printing volume 100mmx100mmx130mm

the layer high can change from 0,04mm 
to 0,4mm depending on the powder kind

scan speed lower than 2.200 mm/sec.

printing speed 35mm/h on the z-axis

the powder doesn’t suffer any thermic 
stress
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DESCRIPTION

3D printer with DLS technology: Direct Laser Sintering. Fast, easy to use and precise.

It has a laser of 2.200 mm/s which allows to print 35 mm per hour.
It uses PA12 and it’s possible to set every parameter through the touch screen

SnowWhite is ideal to realize minutie, small and medium size objects.

The printer can be a perfect laboratory tool to test new powders because it can 
start working with just 3 kg of material and it’s possible to recover all the unused 
powders. The machine is ready to print in just few minutes and it has a low energy 
consumption.

Every setting can be modified through the touch screen display so that every 
experiments will be different from the previous.

MANUAL AND SUPPORT

Framing the QR-code 
for more information

For all the details visit www.sharebot.it
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